
PHGH Doctors 
Friends and Family Test 

 
How likely are you to recommend our service to friends and family if they needed similar 

care or treatment? 
 

March 2015 

 
 
Total responses = 46 

 
What is the main reason for your answer to the question?  
 

Comments 

no comment 

very efficient and friendly 

The medical staff are fantastic 

always grateful with the service 

very satisfied 

very helpful 

happy with the service can always get an appointment the same day 

Healthcare is excellent  

very helpful and caring staff - Dr Harverd Dr Roback and Sheba 

on time appointment very efficient - would like more info on measurements  

on time efficient and friendly 
 I feel welcomed and comfortable  

very efficient 

always friendly and will help when they can 

they have been very helpful 

Wonderful 

Extremely Likely

likely

Neither likely nor Unlikely

Unlikey

Exreamly Unlikey

Don't Know



Thanks   

excellent nurse, very helpful with my little one 

I like the appointments on a Saturday morning 

Saturday service is brilliant 

very helpful and accommodating 

open heart surgery few weeks ago Sheba did the dressings - kind and patient 

very friendly and proactive- totally trust the GP's /nurses 

the surgery is very helpful 

Sheba is very kind to me   

glad to see Sheba smiling face    

I feel the practice is at its full capacity but would still recommend    

personal approach you receive 

wonderful caring service 

friendly and nice 

nice clean surgery 

respond quickly when it’s an emergency caring and friendly 

consideration of elderly patients 

Was invited for a diabetic check very happy with care 

no comment 

The attention of Sheba was more than what I could have expected 

accommodation staff 

Excellent Doctors and Nurses 

Efficient , no complaints text reminder very helpful 

very happy with the service I receive 

everyone is helpful and kind 

I have always received courteous and timely treatment   

excellent all round   

very good 

the staff are good and the facilities are well equipped  

Lovely Doctor Grossmark 

 
 
 
 
 
 


